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Abstract

We report the first angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) study of β-YbAlB4, which is known

to harbor unconventional quantum criticality (QC) without any tuning. We directly observe a

quasiparticle peak (QP), emerging from hybridization, with unified binding energy and onset of

coherence conformed with previously observed reduced Kondo scale at about 40 K. Consistency

with earlier study of carriers in β-YbAlB4 by Hall effect strongly suggest, from their own conclu-

sions, this QP to be responsible for the QC in β-YbAlB4. Comparison with the sister polymorph

α-YbAlB4, which is not quantum critical at ambient pressure, further support this result. Indeed,

no hybridization could be observed within our instrumental resolution in this locally isomorphic

system, while the conduction band we observe is essentially the same as in β-YbAlB4. We therefore

claim that we identified by ARPES the carriers responsible for the QC in β-YbAlB4. The observed

dispersion and the underlying hybridization of this QP are discussed in the context of existing

theoretical models.

PACS numbers: 71.18.+y, 71.27.+a
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of a non-magnetic Kondo-singlet ground-state commonly provides a de-

scription of heavy Fermi liquid (FL) in intermetallics rare-earth compounds. It emerges

below the Kondo temperature TK, from the screening of the local moments of f -orbitals

by conduction electrons, which accompanies the onset of coherence of a quasiparticle (QP)

peak binding at kBTK: the Kondo resonance peak1. When external parameters are accurately

tuned, numerous heavy fermion systems deviate from this normal FL. In the conventional

scenario, spin density waves instabilities induce such non-FL behavior by driving the system

to the critical regime of a magnetic quantum transition2.

In β-YbAlB4, quantum criticality (QC) has been observed below about 4 K at zero

magnetic field and ambient pressure3, away from any magnetic order4. It, therefor, can

not be cast in this usual picture of magnetic instability. Moreover it shows an unexpected

(T/B)-scaling3,5 and unusual critical exponents6 which challenge theoretical descriptions.

Diverse works7–12 attempt to model this unconventional QC, without any possible consensus.

Although the FL behavior is recovered with a moderate magnetic field, its description and

formation in term of Kondo screening are still poorly understood. Indeed, despite a large

Kondo scale TK ≈ 250 K, incoherent skew scattering are observed down to Tcoh ≈ 40 K13

and magnetic moments are still present as low as T ∗ ≈ 8 K5. Kondo lattice behavior finally

sets only below T ∗. Advanced analysis of Hall effect measurements shed some light by the

identification of two different components of carriers with distinct Kondo scales13, which we

call carriers a and carriers b for convenience. Carriers a govern the longitudinal transport

with TK as Kondo scale and a relatively high carrier density nhall
a , while carriers b have a

low carrier density nhall
b with electron-like character and gains coherence below a second

Kondo scale at Tcoh. Conclusion from Hall effect measurements further points carriers b as

responsible of both Kondo lattice and QC behaviors below T ∗13. Nevertheless details about

the emergence of these carriers and about the underlying Kondo physics are still lacking.

In the present article, we take advantage of the apparent location of the QC at zero mag-

netic field, without tuning of any control parameter3, to directly probe QP in β-YbAlB4 by

high-resolution laser-ARPES. In order to highlight any relation between microscopic ob-

servations and the QC, we also perform ARPES measurements on the sister compound

α-YbAlB4, whose structure is sketched alongside that of β-YbAlB4 in Figure 1(a). This
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locally isomorphic compound exhibits very similar behaviors and temperature scales, how-

ever unlike β-YbAlB4, it does not display QC, developing instead a heavy Fermi liquid14.

Moreover, it has been shown that the magnetization in β-YbAlB4 can be separated into

two components: the QC component and a heavy Fermi-liquid component similar to that

in α-YbAlB4
5. Thus, α-YbAlB4 is a perfect control system to study the unconventional

criticality in β-YbAlB4.

Our measurements reveal the hybridization between the crystal-field split heavy Yb f -

electron bands and a light conduction band in β-YbAlB4. The resulting electron-like QP

has unified binding energy and onset of coherence of about 4 meV, consistent with carriers

b highlighted by Hall measurements as responsible for the QC. By contrast, we find almost

no or very weak hybridization in the sister α-phase, while the dispersion of the conduction

band is very similar between the two phases. Our results strongly suggest the importance

of the Kondo hybridization for the microscopic mechanism behind the QC in β-YbAlB4.

II. METHODS

High quality single crystals were grown by using the Al-flux method as described in the

literature15. The excess Al flux was etched by a water solution of sodium hydroxide. All

ARPES measurements were performed with a SES R4000 analyzer, in a chamber shielded

from magnetic field by mu-metal. Clean surfaces were obtained by cleaving crystals along the

(a, b)-plane in ultra-high vacuum (below 5× 10−11 Torr). Measurements in the (100)-plane

were carried out at the 1-cubed end-station at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, by tuning the

photon energy from 24 eV to 120 eV, thanks to the synchrotron radiation of the BESSY-

II facility. The temperature was about 1 K and the overall resolution of about 10 meV.

Measurements in the (001)-plane for both β- and α-phases, were realized with a 6.994 eV

laser at the ISSP, at a temperature of 5 K, with an overall resolution of about 3 meV. Data

from β-YbAlB4 were measured with circular polarized light, while data from α-YbAlB4 were

measured with linear horizontal polarized light. Nevertheless, as the Supplemental Figure

S1 shows16, measurements with linear horizontal polarized light gives similar results as with

circular polarized light. Thus, this difference does not affect our observations. Treatments

by 2D curvature of some spectra of this work are performed following the method described

in Ref. 17.
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III. RESULTS

The β-YbAlB4 crystal has an orthorhombic structure15; Figure 1(b) schematizes the

corresponding Brillouin-zone (BZ). Samples were cleaved along the (a, b)-plane to perform

photoemission. Figure 1(c) shows the edges of the BZ overlaid on a mapping in the (100)-

plane, 50 meV below the Fermi level, while the dispersion along normal emission, Γ-Z line,

is displayed on Figure 1(d). Conversion into momentum space was made in the frame of the

nearly free electron final state approximation18. The inner potential was determined to be

V0 ≈ 22 eV thanks to the point-group symmetry and periodicity, with, as a main indication,

a hole-like band centered on the Z point, depicted by the gray parabola in panel (d) and the

gray ellipse in panel (c). Also visible in panel (d) is a nearly flat band bounded at about

100 meV below EF – it is a part of the Yb2+ |J = 7/2〉 multiplet, which has been previously

observed by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy19. Complete investigation and discussion

over the full three-dimensional BZ will be part of a future work. Here, we will focus instead

on the results from laser-ARPES, which while being more restricted in k-space, offers very

high resolution and intensity.

Given the laser photon energy hν = 6.994 eV, the available BZ cut is depicted by the

lower purple circle in Fig. 1(c), which crosses the Γ-Z line less than 0.2 Å−1 below the Z

point, named ˜Z for convenience. Measurements with photon energy hν = 54 eV reaches an

equivalent position along the Γ-Z line (see higher purple circle in Fig. 1c). The dispersive

hole-like band with the top bound at about −45 meV, as well as the flat band at about

−90 meV were observed using both the light source with photon energy hν = 54 eV [see

panels (c, d)], as well as with the laser in panel (e), thus providing a calibration of our laser-

ARPES. In what follows, we focus on the bands above E > −40 meV, observable thanks to

laser-ARPES, and compare them to our measurements on α-YbAlB4.

We investigate the vicinity of EF with the stack of energy distribution curves (EDCs),

Figure 2(a), extracted along ky, i.e. along the analyzer slit, with kx = 0 (full gray line A on

Fig. 2(b)). We observe three dispersions; they can be modeled by a light electron-like band

with m∗ ≈ 3 me and the band bottom of ≈ 20 meV below EF, which hybridizes and forms

anti-crossings with two flat bands, a first one around −4 meV and a second one around

−13 meV (thin dashed lines in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d)). These two flat bands, separated by

9 meV are consistent with the crystal electric field of about 80 K, extracted from fitting the
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magnetic susceptibility20. From this fitting and local symmetry considerations detailed in

Ref. 20, the two flat bands can then be identified as the ground-state Jz = ±5/2 (|±5/2〉),

at −4 meV, and the first crystal-field excited state, dominated by Jz = ±3/2 (|±3/2〉), at

−13 meV, of the J = 7/2 Yb multiplet. In Figure 2(c), solid lines are the results of fitting

to the hybridization model with a constant hybridization function V ≈ 4 meV. The first

anti-crossing at −5 meV is nicely fitted, and forms an electron-like QP band (blue line in

Fig. 2(c)) bound at about 4 meV below EF. This energy scale, one order of magnitude

smaller than TK ≈ 250 K, is consistent with the expectation from previous experimental

observations13,14 of a reduced Kondo scale at Tcoh ≈ 40 K (≈ 3.4 meV).

The temperature dependence of EDCs in Figure 3 confirms the relation between the QP

peak and Tcoh. Panels (a) and (b) shows EDCs from 5 K to 60 K at the inner (ky = 0 Å−1)

and outer (ky = 0.17 Å−1) sides of the anti-crossing respectively. Same EDCs divided by the

Fermi-Dirac step are displayed at the bottom of these two panels. For both, the QP peak

slowly disappears as the temperature goes up. It is clearer on the outer EDCs where the peak

intensity suddenly drops from 30 K to 40 K. The peak is totally restored by cooling back

down (light blue EDC), showing that our observations are not due to a surface degradation.

For both inner and outer peaks, intensity integrated along the shade area (see panels (a)

and (b) respectively) of EDCs divided by the Fermi-Dirac step are displayed against the

temperature on panel (c), relatively to the value at 60 K. Both peaks slowly drop when

temperature crosses Tcoh. It is worth to emphasize that, to our knowledge, it is the first

direct and fully resolved observation by ARPES of a Kondo-like hybridization with unified

binding energy, onset of coherence and Kondo scale. While a similar observation has been

reported on YbRh2Si2, both QP peak and hybridization gap were not fully resolved21.

Nevertheless, here, the second anti-crossing at E ≈ −15 meV is badly reproduced by

the constant hybridization model (magenta line in Fig. 2(c)). By taking a k-dependent

hybridization proposed theoretically8,20, we obtain a more satisfying fit, as shown by the

magenta line in Figure 2(d). The fitting parameters of both models are detailed in the

Supplemental Materials16. Finally, the hybridization with the |±5/2〉 level at about −4 meV

results in the small electron-like QP peak (blue line in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 2), which

crosses the Fermi level at kβ
F1 ≈ 0.09 Å−1 and has a mass of about 3 me at EF. It forms a

quite isotropic Fermi sheet, as can be seen via the in-plane mapping at EF in Figure 2(b)(blue

circle). The size, mass and isotropy of this small pocket are compatible with the observations
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by quantum oscillations on β-YbAlB4
22.

It should be noted that, along the 〈010〉 direction, the |±5/2〉 level crosses EF at about

kβ
F2 ≈ 0.25 Å−1. This second Fermi-momentum is exhibited by red arrows on the Fermi-

mapping, Figure 2(b), as well as on the cut along the 〈010〉 direction, Figure 2(e). Blue, red

and pink full lines are guide to the eyes for the same dispersions as Figure 2(d). The obser-

vation of a second Fermi-momentum implies an overlapping of the blue and red hybridized

bands, on the Figure 2(e). In order to account for it, we need to introduce a small dispersion

to the |±5/2〉 level in our model, corresponding to a mass m∗

f ≈ 70 me in the 〈010〉 direction.

This very large mass makes it difficult to be observed by quantum oscillations.

Carrier density can be estimated at the T = 0 limit assuming spherical Fermi sheets

by n = k3
F/3π

2 23. Before hybridization, the little conduction band has a density of

nARPES
c ≈ 7.4× 1025 m−3. It is of the same order as the value estimated from Hall measure-

ments13 of carriers b at T = 140 K (i.e. above the integration of f -electron to the Fermi sur-

face): nhall
b (T = 140 K) ≈ 16×1025 m−3. Below Tcoh, carrier density could not be accurately

extracted from the Hall measurements. Yet, estimation of the density of the two Fermi sheets

from our measurements (i.e. including f -electrons) nARPES ≈ 55×1025 m−3 is still one order

of magnitude smaller than the density of carriers a pointed as main contribution to the trans-

port by Hall effect measurements, estimated at 50 K to nhall
a (T = 50 K) ≈ 416 × 1025 m−3.

Therefore, carriers of β-YbAlB4 observed here thanks to the high-resolution of laser-ARPES,

match carriers b pointed as responsible for both Kondo lattice and QC behaviors below T ∗

by Hall effect measurements. Specifically, they are of electron-like character, gain coherence

below Tcoh and have low carrier density. From these evidences, we argue that the observed

Fermi sheets and the underlying Kondo hybridization are closely related to both Kondo

lattice and QC behaviors below T ∗.

To verify our claim, we now look at the electronic structure of the sister compound α-

YbAlB4 in the vicinity of EF. Figure 4(a) displays the laser-ARPES curvature spectra along

the 〈100〉 direction, where mainly two features are visible: an almost flat band and a light

electron-like band dispersing all the way up to EF. The former is revealed by fitting the

peaks in the EDCs (open circles) at about −13 meV below EF. The dispersive electron-like

band is better seen by fitting the peaks from the momentum distribution curves (MDCs)

(full circles in Fig. 4(a,b)) down to −12 meV; the two peaks are difficult to distinguish at

higher binding energies. The peaks are directly visible on the stack of MDCs, Figure 4(b).
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This light dispersion crosses EF at kα
F ≈ 0.13 Å−1.

In Figure 5(a), we compare the two aforementioned bands with the ones observed in

β-YbAlB4. Intriguingly, they are identical to the dispersive electron-like band and the flat

|±3/2〉 band derived from the k-dependent hybridization model used for β-YbAlB4, copied

onto panel (a) with dashed lines. On the other hand, the |±5/2〉 level is seemingly not

observed in α-YbAlB4. A peak is visible at k = 0, however it is very limited in momentum

space and may correspond to a different conduction band. We directly compare the EDCs

from β- and α-YbAlB4 in Figure 5(b), in red and green lines respectively. Red open arrows

show the |±5/2〉 level as a peak on the β-YbAlB4 EDCs. On α-YbAlB4, only shoulders

are visible. When divided by the Fermi-Dirac step, these shoulders disappear, and no peak

is left, thus indicating the absence of the |±5/2〉 level in our data on α-YbAlB4. On the

other hand, one would expect the crystal field splitting to be very similar between these

two locally isomorphic phases, and the absence of the |±5/2〉 level in our data could be a

result of a bad sample surface quality, which especially may affect the conclusions so close

to EF. What can be said with certainty, however, is that we do not observe any sign of

hybridization between either of the flat Yb 4f levels and the conduction electron bands in

α-YbAlB4, within our instrumental resolution. Indeed, the light electron-like band disperses

straight through the −4 meV energy to cut through EF, while no gap is visible at about

−13 meV where one would expect the second anti-crossing with Yb |±3/2〉 level. This is

evidenced by the EDCs in Fig. 5(b): on α-YbAlB4, the |±3/2〉 level (full green arrows) is

at the same position on both k = 0 and k = ±0.15 Å−1, in clear contrast with EDCs on

β-YbAlB4.

IV. DISCUSSION

The apparent absence of the Kondo hybridization in the ARPES data on α-YbAlB4, in

contrast to β-YbAlB4, further supports that the hybridization and emerging QP peak play

a crucial role in the unconventional quantum criticality observed in the latter compound.

Moreover, our analysis shows that the heavy dispersions of β-YbAlB4 are best fitted with a

k-dependent hybridization function, as put forward by the theory of the critical nodal metal8.

It is important to note however that for this model to explain the observed T/B scaling in

β-YbAlB4, the renormalized position Ẽf of the ground state |±5/2〉 doublet must be pinned
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at the Fermi level. It is therefore difficult to unequivocally corroborate the theoretical model,

in its original form, based on our ARPES data. It follows from our ARPES analysis that

this doublet actually crosses the Fermi level at the wavevector kβ
F2 ≈ 0.25 Å−1 and has an

intrinsic bandwidth, characterized by a heavy quasi-particle mass m∗

f ∼ 70 me. Clearly, this

situation is more complex than in the nodal metal theory of Ref. 8, where the |±5/2〉 doublet

was assumed to be perfectly flat, in other words the Yb-Yb electron hopping was neglected.

In this situation, it could be possible for a portion of the nodal line to be bound at the

Fermi level. Since our present observations already support the k-dependent hybridization,

investigating the dispersion of the |±5/2〉 doublet along the c-axis would be desirable.

We note that the observation of the second Fermi-momenta kβ
F2 may also be consistent

with the model of deconfinement of the f -electrons24, whose application to β-YbAlB4 has

been proposed by Hackl and Thomale10. In this model, kβ
F2 hosts the critical fluctuations,

while carriers at kβ
F1, labeled ‘cold’, exhibit a FL behavior. Naively, this is compatible with

the similar observation of the Fermi-momenta kα
F in the FL of α-YbAlB4. Nevertheless, we

did not observe any direct sign of such deconfinement in our data; from the ARPES point of

view, measurements at lower temperature is necessary to follow the coherence of the |±5/2〉

and to settle this question. In fact, previous electrical and thermal transport measurements25

discards this scenario by highlighting a discrepancy with the expectation advanced by Hackl

and Thomale of a characteristic maximum in the Wiedemann-Franz ratio10.

Finally, we note that the band structure observed in the present ARPES measurement

is consistent with the theory of the electron spin resonance (ESR) in β-YbAlB4 by Ramires

et al.26. Indeed, in addition to the unconventional QC, β-YbAlB4 shows a singular ESR

signal, characterized by hyperfine satellites at low temperature, and by the constancy of

the ESR signal intensity27. The work of Ramires et al. reproduces first the hyperfine

satellites by including Yb atoms with nonzero nuclear spin into the Kondo screening, and

then the constancy of the signal intensity by a crystal electric field comparable to the Kondo

hybridization strength26. The band structure we observe in ARPES, with the hybridization

of about 4 meV of the same order as the crystal electric field ∼ 9 meV, directly confirms the

theoretical assumption in Ref. 26. Additionally, the absence of the Kondo-like hybridization

in our ARPES measurements of α-YbAlB4, along with the absence of hyperfine satellites in

its ESR signal28 tends to reinforce this model.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report the first ARPES study of both β- and α-YbAlB4, with the key

observation of a Kondo-like hybridization between the crystal-field split Yb f -levels and an

electron-like conduction band in β-YbAlB4. The crystal-field splitting inferred from our

ARPES data has a magnitude of ∼ 9 meV, in good agreement with previous estimation20.

Based on this agreement, we are able to use the theoretical arguments to identify the low-

lying heavy band at −4 meV below EF as the ground state |Jz = ±5/2〉 doublet, and the

band at −13 meV as the first excited crystal-field state, dominated by |Jz = ±3/2〉 of the

Yb J = 7/2 multiplet.

The observed hybridization gives rise to a small electron-like QP pocket whose size and

effective mass are consistent with quantum oscillations measurements22, together with a

heavier Fermi sheet as the hybridized bands overlap in energy. Importantly, this QP exhibits

unified binding energy and onset of coherence of about 4 meV, conform with the earlier

indications of a reduced Kondo coherence temperature Tcoh ≈ 40 K13,14. Thus, as evidenced

by the Hall effect measurements, it is indeed these Fermi sheets that are responsible for both

Kondo lattice and QC behaviors below T ∗13.

Measurements of α-YbAlB4 further support our conclusion. Indeed, in α-YbAlB4, we

similarly observe the electron-like conduction band and the flat band at −13 meV below

EF, which we also identify as the |±3/2〉 state. However, where β-YbAlB4 shows two anti-

crossings of Yb 4f levels with the dispersive conduction band, the bands in the α-phase

do not show, within our resolution, any apparent sign of hybridization. This dichotomy

strongly suggests that this hybridization plays a crucial role in the unconventional quantum

criticality in β-YbAlB4, whereas α-YbAlB4 is not critical.

While our observations cannot sharply infer the microscopic mechanism behind the non-

Fermi-liquid behavior in β-YbAlB4, they provide an important insight for the future ex-

perimental and theoretical investigations. As we already mentioned, further ARPES mea-

surements at lower temperature, and in wider regions of the Brillouin-zone, will have the

potential to shed more light on this intriguing quantum critical behavior.
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